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QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES

On October 12, 2014, we received the following comment and inquiry in connection
with the article Apostasy in the Fenway Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses, Roxbury,
Massachusetts: 

“May the Lords peace and grace be upon you. Thank you for revealing verifiable facts!
Many are appreciating it. The brother’s testimony may have benefitted from Jesus example of
remaining silent when he was asked to condemn himself. Perhaps it's better to only focus on the
easiest point: our right to declare our hope. The [Governing Body] themselves set that example”

To the author, thank you for your email. We are glad you are still visiting our site and are
continuing to do your part in bringing others to Christ. We relayed your email to the brother and
he authorized us to provide this response.

The brother who gave us his personal account in the above article could have remained
silent, but he viewed this as his opportunity to make a defense for his hope. It is not about saving
himself, but about exposing an injustice that effects the eternal salvation of all who fail to
confess union with the Christ by ‘eating and drinking’ of him as he commanded. (John 6:53-56)

Unlike Jesus, our dear brother’s life was not in danger.  There was never a threat that the
elders in his congregation would cause him physical harm, and those men certainly have no
authority over his spiritual life, whether they disfellowship him or not.  Their condemnation is
just an opinion. Nothing more.  He is very clear on this.  

All these men can do is try to ruin his reputation which would have occurred whether he
spoke up or remained silent. He chose to use this as an opportunity to speak up and give a
witness for himself and for others who may be called before such misguided and pitiable men.
And, as it is turning out, these wayward elders’ plan is backfiring, as it seems their actions are
ruining their own reputations instead. 

As for the subject matter of his judicial hearing, that is determined by his accusers. He
had to defend whatever accusation was presented. The elders probably determined that their best
opportunity to entrap and expel this brother would be based on his understanding of John 6:53-
56. And while they may succeed in expelling him, it will not be without cost to themselves. But
we are confident that had they chosen another subject having to do with sonship or the heavenly
hope, our brother would have given just as excellent a witness.

In our opinion, our dear brother manifested a type of courage that is so needed in the
Watchtower organization. Many Jehovah’s Witnesses know that many of the teachings of the
Governing Body are inaccurate, but they are afraid to speak up and instead close their eyes and
swallow the errors whole.  They have abandoned their right to critical thinking and given their
lives to men ‘to whom no salvation belongs.’ 

Our brothers and sisters among Jehovah’s Witnesses must abandon their fear of men and
wake up to the fact that the Watchtower organization is just one of thousands of religious
organizations that are, to some measure, trying to follow the Bible. They are not a chosen people,
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or a divinely selected group, no matter how often that idea is drummed into their heads. The mere
fact that the Governing Body has to constantly change their teachings should be a clear indication
of that. Like any other Bible-based religious group, to the extent that they follow the Christ, they
will prosper. And to the extent that they reject the Christ, they will suffer. 

According to the account in Genesis, Jehovah said to Cain:

“If you turn to doing good, will you not be restored to favor? But if
you do not turn to doing good, sin is crouching at the door, and its
craving is to dominate you; but will you get the mastery over it?” –
Genesis 4:7

It’s that simple, even down to this day. Unfortunately, the Watchtower organization is not
gaining the mastery over their sin against Christ, and soon their gross sin will dominate in every
congregation. We shudder to think of what type of people Jehovah’s Witnesses will soon
become.

Two of our associate writers wrote an article Leaving As Victors, Not Victims. Our
brother who is the subject of the Fenway Apostate elder body is another example of how to leave
as a victor.  But first, he is giving a thorough witness and we, for our part, are making it known.

“Elaia Luchnia”
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